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1. More discussion

Discussion on the format of the text descriptions in the symmetric contrastive loss (Eq. (1)).

As shown in the main paper, we utilize the MLM loss $L_{\text{mlm}}$ and the contrastive loss $L_{\text{con}}$ in the pre-training stage.

In detail, we randomly mask 15% textual tokens and predict these masked patches with $L_{\text{mlm}}$. For the contrastive loss $L_{\text{con}}$, we simply use the intact text descriptions instead of the masked ones for the optimization.

Here, we product an exploratory experiment: what if we use the masked text in the contrastive loss? As illustrated in Table 1, compared with pre-trained model independently, our UniPT which employ the masked text descriptions in the contrastive loss achieves improvements by +1.35\% and +1.13\% in terms of Rank-1 accuracy on CUHK-PEDES and ICFG-PEDES. Meanwhile, using intact text descriptions in the contrastive loss achieves better performance. The underlying reason may be that the masked text descriptions may leave out some details intuitively, introducing more confusion to the training stage. Therefore, we use the intact text descriptions by default in the main paper.

2. Illustration of attributes and corresponding phrases.

As illustrated in Figure 1, we group total 14 attributes into two sets, \textit{i.e.}, the required set containing 6 attributes and the optional set with 8 attributes. Each attribute has its own phrases. It is worth noting that, <upper clothes> is made up of <upper_wear_texture>, <upper_wear_color> and <upper_wear>, and <lower clothes> consists of <lower_wear_color> and <lower_wear>. The upper and lower clothes are the most distinctive features of a person, and we ensure the diversity of them by means of permutation and composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CUHK-PEDES</th>
<th>ICFG-PEDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-1</td>
<td>Rank-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-1</td>
<td>Rank-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>65.30</td>
<td>83.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniPT w/ masked text</td>
<td>66.65</td>
<td>83.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniPT</td>
<td>66.83</td>
<td>84.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison with the masked (2nd row) and intact (3rd) text descriptions in the symmetric contrastive loss (Eq. (1) in the main paper). By default, we use the intact text descriptions.

3. Qualitative evaluation

We conduct qualitative evaluation for our proposed UniPT. Figure 2 shows some examples of top-10 retrieved persons by three different model: (1) the model pre-trained by UniPT. (2) the model pre-trained by ImageNet\textsuperscript{3} and\textsuperscript{1}, separately. (3) the model pre-trained by\textsuperscript{2} and\textsuperscript{1}, separately. It is observed that our model with UniPT can find better images to match text descriptions.

4. More visualizations in LUPerson-T.

Figure 3-5 show more visualization examples in our proposed LUPerson-T. Each image has a pseudo text description on its right. \textit{We will release the data and code.}
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Figure 1. The tree diagram of attributes, phrases and the corresponding prompts.
A young man with short black hair is wearing a blue printed basketball jacket with grey sleeves. He is also wearing blue pants and grey running shoes with white soles. He is carrying a black tote bag in his hand.

A man carrying a black backpack is wearing a dark blue hooded coat and black jeans with dark colored shoes with a white sole.

A man wearing a light brown color hoodie with blue jeans with blue and sneakers with white edging. He has black short hair, carries a grey color side bag.

Figure 2. Examples of top-10 person search results by three different re-trained model: (1) The visual and textual backbones are pre-trained by LUPerson-T. (2) The visual and textual backbones are pre-trained by ImageNet [3] and [11]. (3) The visual and textual backbones are pre-trained by [2] and [1].
Figure 3. Examples in LUPerson-T.
Figure 4. Examples in LUPerson-T.
Figure 5. Examples in LUPerson-T.